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Abstract

In this paper, we present an Adaptive Posicast Controller that deals with parametric
uncertainties in linear systems with delays. It is assumed that the plant has no
right half plane zeros and the delay is known. The adaptive controller is based on
the Smith Predictor and Finite-Spectrum Assignment with time-varying parameters
adjusted online. A novel Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional is used to show semi-global
stability of the closed-loop error equations. The controller is applied to engine fuel-
to-air ratio control. The implementation results show that the Adaptive Posicast
Controller dramatically improves the closed loop performance when compared to
the case with the existing baseline controller.
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1 Introduction

A time-delay system can be defined as one where there is a time-interval
from the application of a control signal to any observable change in the mea-
sured variable [1]. Time-delays are ubiquitous in dynamical systems, present
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as computational delays, input delays, measurement delays and transporta-
tion/convection lags to name a few. Often, higher order dynamical systems
can be modeled as a low order system together with a time-delay. Examples
of time-delay systems can be found in a wide range of applications including
chemical, biological, mechanical, physiological and electrical systems (see [2],
[3]). Detailed surveys of time-delay systems can be found in [4] and [5].

The stabilization of systems involving time-delays is a difficult problem since
the existence of a delay may induce instability or bad performance for the
closed loop system. In many controller designs, the delay is neglected and
stability and robustness margins are given with respect to delay. The same
approach can also be found in some adaptive control designs [6]. However, in
general, these approaches may produce small delay margins.

One of the most popular methods for controlling systems with time-delays
is the Smith Predictor (SP), proposed by Otto Smith in the 1950s [7]. The
main idea in this approach is predicting the future output of the plant, using
a plant model, and using this prediction to cancel the effect of the time-
delay [8–12]. This future prediction inspired the name for the “posi-cast”,
which stands for “positively casting”, or “forecasting” [13]. The SP method,
however, is not suitable for unstable systems due to the possibility of unstable
pole-zero cancellations. In [14], a method based on finite spectrum assignment
(FSA) was introduced by Manitius and Olbrot that allows control of unstable
systems with time-delay, where the main idea was using finite time integrals
to prevent unstable pole zero cancellations (see [15–17] for other variations
of FAS methods). A combination of the FSA together with a pole-placement
based control design was proposed in [18], and an adaptive version of the same
was proposed in [19] and deployed the augmented error approach proposed in
[20]. The approach in [19] guarantees a stable adaptive system for any linear
time-invariant plant with parametric uncertainties, stable zeros and a known
order, time-delay, and upper-bound on the relative degree.

In [21], the control of time-delay systems whose relative degree does not exceed
two was addressed. It was shown that a simple adaptive law, similar to that
in the time-delay free case [20], can be used to lead to stability. In [21], as
in [18–20], the plant poles are restricted to multiplicity one. In addition, the
underlying Lyapunov function arguments deploy structures that depend on
finite-dimensional state-space that may lead to additional restrictions on the
locations of the plant poles and zeros.

In this paper, we provide an adaptive control design for plants with a relative
degree less than or equal to two with unknown parameters and a known time-
delay. No restrictions on the pole locations are imposed, and the zeros are
assumed to be stable. Unlike the control structure in [18–21], we derive a
controller using predictions of future states, which gives a better insight into
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its design. A novel Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional that only consists of partial
states of the overall infinite dimensional system is used to establish stability.
This is carried out at the expense of a slightly more complex set of induction
based arguments. The overall control design is shown to remain simple, despite
its ability to stabilize a larger class of plants with time-delays. As in [22], it
can be shown that this controller can be extended to stabilize plants with
arbitrary relative degree.

The simplicity of the underlying control design together with its adaptive
feature has led to a very successful implementation in several full-scale ex-
perimental studies [23–25] in automotive applications that pertained different
problems in powertrain systems with large time-delays. A brief description of
the results obtained is included in this paper for the sake of completeness.

The organization of the paper is as follows: In section 2 and 3, we explain
the APC design for time-delay systems when the plant is first order and when
the plant is higher order but the state variables are accessible, respectively.
In section 4, we give the APC design for systems with relative degree smaller
than or equal to two, where we have only input-output measurements. In this
section, we first give a simple model matching controller design for time-delay
systems and later we introduce the APC building upon this model matching
controller. We give the stability proof by induction, employing Lyapunov-
Krasovskii functionals. In section 5, we present the results of experiments
where we applied the APC to fuel-to-air ratio control problem, using a test
vehicle.

2 First-Order Plant

We begin with a simple problem, where the plant is given by

9xptq � axptq � uptq (1)

for which a control input of the form

uptq � θ�xptq � rptq θ� � am � a, am   0 (2)

ensures stable tracking for any a. One can provide a more formal guarantee
of such a tracking by choosing a reference model of the form

9xmptq � amxmptq � rptq (3)
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which leads to error dynamics of the form

9eptq � ameptq eptq � xptq � xmptq (4)

for which it can be simply shown that V ptq � 1
2
e2ptq is a Lyapunov function,

with 9V   0, leading to exponential stability.

2.1 The Posicast Controller

We now introduce a time-delay in (1) so that

9xptq � axptq � upt� τq (5)

where the goal is to stabilize the plant and track the output of a stable refer-
ence model. The results of [7] and [14] inspire us to establish the following: A
posicast controller that “positively” forecasts the output is chosen as

uptq � θ�xpt� τq � rptq (6)

which in turn leads to a closed-loop system of the form

9xptq � amxptq � rpt� τq, (7)

an obviously stable plant. The non-causal controller in (6) can be shown to
be indeed causal with a clever algebraic manipulation established in [14]. This
is enabled by observing that the plant equation in (5) can be written in an
integral form as

xpt� τq � eaτxptq �
» 0

�τ

e�aηupt� ηqdη, (8)

leading to a causal controller determined by (6) together with (8). The above
observation also leads us to a PosiCast Lyapunov function for the closed-loop
system given by (5)-(6), for the case when rptq � 0, given by

V ptq � 1

2
x2pt� τq. (9)

It can be shown from (8) and some algebra that

9V ptq � amx
2pt� τq. (10)
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2.2 The Adaptive Posicast Controller

We now proceed to the case when a is unknown. Using customary adaptive
control procedures [20], suppose we choose a control input of the form

uptq � θxpt� τq � rptq (11)

it leads to a closed-loop system of the form

9xptq� amxptq � θ̃pt� τq
�
eaτxpt� τq �

» 0

�τ

e�aηupt� η � τqdη
�

� rpt� τq (12)

where θ̃ptq � θptq � θ�. While indeed this suggests that a reference model can
be chosen in the form

9xmptq � amxmptq � rpt� τq, (13)

it can be seen that it poses a difficulty, since the underlying error model can
be derived using (12) and (13) as

9eptq � ameptq � θ̃pt� τq
�
eaτxpt� τq �

» 0

�τ

e�aηupt� η � τqdη
�
. (14)

Equation (14) is however not in a form that lends itself to a Lyapunov function
since the term inside the brackets includes the unknown parameter a. We
therefore choose a different control input that is still motivated by the non-
adaptive controller given in (6).

Equations (6) and (8) imply that the Posicast control input is essentially of
the form

uptq � θ�xxptq �
» 0

�τ

λ�pηqupt� ηqdη � rptq (15)

where

θ�x � θ�eaη, λ�ptq � θ�eaη

Therefore, a choice of a control input of the form

uptq � θxptqxptq �
» 0

�τ

λpt, ηqupt� ηqdη � rptq (16)
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leads to a closed-loop system of the form

9xptq � axptq � θ�
�
eaτxpt� τq �

» 0

�τ

e�aηupt� τ � ηqdη
�

�θ̃xpt� τqxpt� τq �
» 0

�τ

λ̃pt� τ, ηqupt� τ � ηqdη � rpt� τq (17)

where

θ̃xptq � θxptq � θ�x , λ̃pt, ηq � λpt, ηq � λ�.

From (8), it follows that (17) can be written as

9xptq� amxptq � θ̃xpt� τqxpt� τq �
» 0

�τ

λ̃pt� τ, ηqupt� τ � ηqdη
� rpt� τq (18)

As a result, defining eptq � xptq � xmptq, (18) and (13) imply that the under-
lying error model is of the form

9eptq � ameptq � θ̃xpt� τqxpt� τq �
» 0

�τ

λ̃pt� τ, ηqupt� τ � ηqdη. (19)

This error model is discussed in Section 4, where a Lyapunov-Krasovskii func-
tional leads to semi-global stability in τ . Here, we give the stability result
and leave the proof to Section 4, where the general case, nth order system, is
investigated.

Theorem 1 Given initial conditions θ̃xp0q, xpξq, λ̃pξ, ηq for ξ P r�τ, 0s and
upζq for ζ P r�2τ, 0s, there exists a τ� such that for all τ P r0, τ�s, the plant
in (1), controller in (16), and adaptive laws given by

9θxptq��γ1eptqxpt� τq
Bλ
Bt pt, ηq��γλeptqupt� η � τq (20)

have bounded solutions for all t ¥ 0.
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3 State variables accessible

The plant considered here is of the form

9xptq � Axptq � bkupt� τq (21)

where A and k are an unknown matrix and a scalar, respectively, pA, bq is
controllable, and b is a known vector. We choose a reference model of the form

9xmptq � Amxptq � brpt� τq (22)

where Am is a suitable Hurwitz matrix. Taking a cue from Eq. (16) in the
previous section, we choose a control input of the form

uptq � θTx ptqxptq �
» 0

�τ

λpt, ηqupt� ηqdη � θrptqrptq (23)

and adaptive laws of the form

9θxptq��γ1e
TPbxpt� τq

9λpt, ηq��γλeTPbupt� τ � ηq (24)

9θrptq��γre
T ptqPbrpt� τq

We show below that the closed-loop system specified by (21)-(24) leads to
semi-global boundedness in τ . The desired parameters for θxptq, λpt, ηq and
θrptq are defined as

θ�x � eA
T τθ�

λ�pηq� θ�T eAτbk (25)

θ�r k� 1 (26)

where

A� bkθ�T � Am. (27)

This in turn, after several algebraic manipulations, leads to an error equation
of the form

9eptq�Ameptq � bkrθ̃xpt� τqxpt� τq �
» 0

�τ

λ̃pt� τ, ηqupt� τ � ηqdη

�θ̃rpt� τqrpt� τqs (28)
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As in Section 2, using a Lyapunov Krasovskii functional, (24) and (28) can
be shown to have semi-globally bounded solutions. The underlying Theorem
is stated below:

Theorem 2 Given initial conditions θ̃xp0q, θ̃rp0q, xpξq, λ̃pξ, ηq for ξ P r�τ, 0s
and upζq for ζ P r�2τ, 0s, there exists a τ� such that for all τ P r0, τ�s, the
plant in (21), controller in (23), and adaptive laws given in (24) have bounded
solutions for all t ¥ 0.

4 Adaptive Posicast Control in the presence of output measure-
ments with n� ¤ 2

In this section, the focus is on higher order time-delay systems with relative
degree, n�, smaller than two.

4.1 Exact model matching for delayed systems

Consider the plant with the time-delay τ whose input-output description is
given as

yptq � Wppsqupt� τq, Wppsq � kp
Zppsq
Rppsq

(29)

where Zppsq and Rppsq are monic coprime polynomials with order m and n
and n� � n �m ¡ 0 is defined as the relative order of the finite dimensional
part of the plant. It is also assumed that Zppsq is Hurwitz and kp is a constant
gain parameter. The reference input-output description is given by

ymptq � Wmpsqrpt� τq, Wmpsq � km
Zmpsq
Rmpsq (30)

where Zmpsq and Rmpsq are monic Hurwitz polynomials of degrees mm and
nm respectively, and km is a constant gain parameter. Further, it is assumed
that nm �mm ¥ n�m.

The model matching problem is to determine a bounded control input uptq
to the plant such that the closed loop transfer transfer function of the plant
together with the controller, from rptq to ypptq, matches the reference model
transfer function.
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Consider the following state space representation of the plant dynamics (29),
together with two ”signal generators” formed by a controllable pair Λ, l:

9xpptq�Apxpptq � bpupt� τq, yptq � hTpxpptq (31)

9ω1ptq�Λω1ptq � lupt� τq (32)

9ω2ptq�Λω2ptq � lyptq (33)

where, Λ P <nxn and l P <n. Defining x̄ptq � xpt � τq, ω̄iptq � ωipt � τq,
i � 1, 2, ȳptq � ypt� τq, (31)-(33) can be rewritten in the following form:

9̄xpptq�Apx̄pptq � bpuptq, ȳptq � hTp x̄pptq (34)

9̄ω1ptq�Λω̄1ptq � luptq (35)

9̄ω2ptq�Λω̄2ptq � lȳptq (36)

Under our assumptions, it follows [20] that there exists β�1 , β
�
2 P Rn and k� P R

such that the control law

uptq � β�1
T ω̄1ptq � β�2

T ω̄2ptq � k�rptq (37)

satisfies the exact model matching condition.

ȳptq
rptq � km

Zmpsq
Rmpsq . (38)

Note that the model matching is achieved between the rational parts of the
closed loop transfer function and of the reference model. On the other hand,
it follows directly from (38) that

yptq
rptq � km

Zmpsq
Rmpsqe

�τs (39)

which shows that the exact model matching condition is also satisfied between
the total closed loop and the reference model transfer functions. Since ω̄2ptq
requires the output measurement at time t�τ , the control law given in (37) is
non-causal. We refer to this closed loop system with the non-causal controller
as ”Controller NC” and it is depicted in Fig. 1.

It is also well known [20] that with zero initial conditions, there exists c, d P Rn

such that ȳptq � cT ω̄1ptq � dT ω̄2ptq, which implies

yptq � cTω1ptq � dTω2ptq. (40)
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Fig. 1. Exact model matching, Controller NC.

Substituting (40) into (33) and rewriting (32) and (33) together in vector-
matrix form, we get�

� 9ω1ptq
9ω2ptq

�
� A

�
�ω1ptq
ω2ptq

�
� bupt� τq

where, A �
�
�Λ 0

lcT Λ � ldT

�
� and b �

�
� l

0

�
�. (41)

From (41) we get�
� ω̄1ptq
ω̄2ptq

�
� eAτ

�
�ω1ptq
ω2ptq

�
�

» 0

�τ

e�Aσbupt� σq dσ. (42)

Substituting (42) into (37) we obtain that

uptq�
!�
β�1

T β�2
T
�
eAτ

)��ω1ptq
ω2ptq

�


�
» 0

�τ

!�
β�1

T β�2
T
�
e�Aσb

)
upt� σq dσ

� k�rptq, (43)

which can equivalently be expressed as

uptq�α�1Tω1ptq � α�2
Tω2ptq �

» 0

�τ

φ�pσqupt� σqdσ
� k�rptq. (44)
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Fig. 2. Exact model matching, Controller C.

The controller (44) is causal and we refer to it as ”Controller C”. Defining β� �
rβ�1 T β�2

T s and α� � rα�1T α�2
T s, we get the following relationships between the

controller parameters of Controller NC and Controller C

α� � β�eAτ (45)

φ�pσq � β�e�Aσb. (46)

The block diagram of Controller C is shown in Fig. 2.

In summary, an exact model matching controller, Controller C, can be de-
signed for the time-delay system (29) using a well known procedure for the
delay free systems [20]. Note that the equivalence between Controller NC and
Controller C shows that the latter relies on predicting the future output, ȳptq
to achieve exact model matching. This can be viewed as an equivalence result
for higher order systems similar to that shown in Section 2 between (11) and
(15).

Note that the model matching controller (44) was already introduced in [18]
and [14]. The main contribution here is that we derive this controller by using
the delay free part of the system dynamics, which considerably simplifies the
design. In addition, instead of proposing a controller structure and proving
that it is a model matching controller, we derive the controller using future
state prediction which gives an insight about the controller structure. Finally,
this derivation removes the assumption that the plant has poles with multi-
plicity one, which was assumed in the earlier papers. A similar result is given
in [26] where it is stated that state prediction is a fundamental concept for
time-delay systems.

4.2 Adaptive Controller

The goal of this section is to design a model reference adaptive controller,
motivated by the equivalence of the Controller NC and Controller C, for the
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plant described in (29) with unknown coefficients for the polynomials Zppsq
and Rppsq and with unknown, positive high frequency gain kp.

4.2.1 Design for n� � 1

In this section, we assume that the relative degree n� of the plant is one.
The first step of the adaptive controller design is to design a fixed controller
which satisfies the exact model matching with the reference model assuming
that the plant parameters are known. This step was already completed in
Section 4.1 resulting in the controller given in (44). In the second step, the
controller parameters α�1 , α

�
2 , φ

�pσq and k� are replaced by time-varying pa-
rameters α1ptq, α2ptq, φpt, σq and kptq and the goal is to determine the laws by
which they are adjusted so as to result in a stable system.

We define the following parameters:

k̃ptq � kptq � k�, α̃1ptq � α1ptq � α�1 ,

α̃2ptq � α2ptq � α�2 , φ̃pt, σq � φpt, σq � φ�,

αptq � �
αT1 ptq αT2 ptq

�T
, βptq � �

βT1 ptq βT2 ptq
�T
,

Ωptq � �
ωT1 ptq ωT2 ptq rptq

�T
, ωptq � �

ωT1 ptq ωT2 ptq
�T
,

θptq � �
αT1 ptq αT2 ptq kptq

�T
, θ̃ptq � θptq � θ�,

θ� �
�pα�1qT pα�2qT k�

�

Consider a controller

uptq�αT ptqωptq �
» 0

�τ

φpt, σqupt� σqdσ � kptqrptq

�α�1Tω1ptq � α�2
Tω2ptq �

» 0

�τ

φ�pσqupt� σqdσ

� k�rptq � α̃T1 ptqω1ptq � α̃T2 ptqω2ptq
�
» 0

�τ

φ̃pt, σqupt� σqdσ � k̃ptqrptq. (47)

Using the equivalence between (37) and (44), we can rewrite (47) as

uptq� β�1 T ω̄1ptq � β�2
T ω̄2ptq � k�rptq � α̃T1 ptqω1ptq

� α̃T2 ptqω2ptq �
» 0

�τ

φ̃pt, σqupt� σqdσ

� k̃ptqrptq. (48)
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The differential equations, describing the plant (31) together with the con-
troller (48) can then be represented as

9Xpptq�AmXpptq � bmrθ̃Tpt� τqΩpt� τq
�
» 0

�τ

φ̃pt� τ, σqupt� τ � σqdσ � k�rpt� τqs,

ypptq � hTmXpptq (49)

where

Am �

�
����
Ap bpβ

�
1
T bpβ

�
2
T

0 Λ � lβ�1
T lβ�2

T

lhTp 0 Λ

�
���� , bm �

�
����
bp

l

0

�
���� ,

Xpptq �
�
xTp ptq ωT1 ptq ωT2 ptq

�T
, hTm �

�
hTp 0 0

�
,

yp � y. (50)

We showed in Section 4.1 that when the parameter errors are equal to zero,
the closed loop transfer function is identical to that of the reference model.
Therefore, the reference model can be described by the p3nqth order differential
equation

9Xmptq � AmXmptq � bmk
�rpt� τq, ymptq � hTmXmptq (51)

where,

Xmptq �
�
x�p

T ω�1
T ω�2

T
�T
,

hTm psI � Amq�1 bmk
� � km

Zm

Rm

. (52)

Note that x�pptq, ω�1 ptq and ω�2 ptq can be considered as the signals in the refer-
ence model corresponding to xpptq, ω1ptq and ω2ptq in the closed loop system.
Therefore, subtracting (51) from (49), we get an error equation for the overall
system as

9eptq�Ameptq � bmrθ̃T pt� τqΩpt� τq
�
» 0

�τ

φ̃pt� τ, σqupt� τ � σqdσs,
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e1ptq � hTmeptq. (53)

where eptq � Xp �Xm and e1ptq � ypptq � ymptq.

The adaptive control law which guarantees convergence of the tracking error
to zero and boundedness of all signals has the following form:

9̃αptq��γαe1ptqωpt� τq
9̃φpt, σq��γφe1ptqupt� τ � σq,�τ ¤ σ ¤ 0 (54)

where, γα and γφ are positive, real adaptation gains.

4.2.2 Design for n� � 2

When the relative degree n� is equal to unity, it is easy to define a strictly
positive real reference model Wmpsq. When n� � 2, an addition of an input
ua to u as

ua � 9θTΩ
1 �

» 0

�τ

9φpt, σqu1pt� σqdσ,
9Ω

1 ��aIΩ
1 � Ω,

9u
1 ��au1 � u, a ¡ 0

(55)

can be used to derive yet another error equation of the form

eptq � Wmpsqps� aqe�sτ
�
θ̃T ptqΩptq �

» 0

�τ

φ̃pt, σqupt� σqdσ
�

(56)

where a ¡ 0 is chosen such that ps�aqWmpsq is strictly positive real. Therefore
it suffices to consider the stability of (53). The results can then be extended
to the case when n� � 2 by making use of the additional input ua.

4.3 Stability Analysis

The following theorem confirms the desirable properties of the adaptive control
law (54).

Theorem 2 Given initial conditions xpp0q, upηq, η P rt0 � 2τ, t0s, α̃pξq, φ̃pξq,
ξ P rt0 � τ, t0s, Dτ� s.t. @τ P r0, τ�s, the plant (29), the controller (47),
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and the adaptive laws given by (54) have bounded solutions @t ¥ 0 and
limtÑ8e1ptq Ñ 0.

We first state and prove the following lemma.

Lemma 1 Suppose a variable uptq is of the form

uptq � fptq �
» 0

�τ

φpt, σqupt� σqdσ (57)

where u, f : rt0 � τ,8q Ñ <, φ : rt0,8qxr�τ, 0s Ñ < and constants t
1

i,
f̄ , c0, c1 P <� exist such that }fptq} ¤ f̄ ,

» 0

�τ

φ2pt, σqdσ ¤ c20, (58)

and » 0

�τ

u2pt� σqdσ � c21, @t ¥ t
1

i. (59)

Then,���upt1jq��� ¤ 2pf̄ � c1c0qec20pt
1

j�t
1

iq, @t1j ¥ t
1

i. (60)

Proof of Lemma 1 Since (57) is an implicit integral equation, we derive
inequality (60) by considering a sequence un, and let u be the limit of this
sequence as nÑ 8 [27].

Define

u0pt1jq�upt1jq, t
1

j   t
1

i

� 0, t
1

j ¥ t
1

i (61)

un�1pt1jq�upt1jq, t
1

j   t
1

i,

�

» 0

�τ

φpt1j, σqunpt
1

j � σqdσ � fpt1jq, t
1

j ¥ t
1

i,

n � 0, 1..8 (62)

For t
1

j ¥ t
1

i and n � 1, we have that
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���u1pt1jq � u0pt1jq
��� � |fpt1jq �

» 0

�τ

φpt1j, σqu0pt1j � σqdσ|

¤ f̄ �
�» 0

�τ

�
φpt1j, σq

	2

dσ


1{2�» 0

�τ

�
upt1i � σq

	2

dσ


1{2

(63)

since the last parenthesis on the right hand side is being calculated over the
time interval rt1i � τ, t

1

is. Using (58) and (59), (63) can be rewritten as���u1pt1jq � u0pt1jq
��� ¤ f̄ � c0c1 (64)

For t
1

j ¥ t
1

i and n � 2 we have that

���u2pt1jq � u1pt1jq
��� � ����

» 0

�τ

φpt1j, σq
�
u1pt1j � σq � u0pt1j � σq

	
dσ

����
¤
�» 0

�τ

φ2pt1j, σq

1{2�» 0

�τ

���u1pt1j � σq � u0pt1j � σq
���2 dσ


1{2

(65)

Using inequality (58) and a change of variables ζ � t� σ, (65) becomes

���u2pt1jq � u1pt1jq
��� ¤ c0

�» t1j
t
1

j�τ

|u1pζq � u0pζq|2 dζ

�1{2

� c0

�» t1i
t
1

j�τ

|u1pζq � u0pζq|2 dζ �
» t

1

j

t
1

i

|u1pζq � u0pζq|2 dζ

�1{2

(66)

We know from (61) and (62) that u1pζq�u0pζq � 0 for ζ   t
1

i. Therefore, (66)
can be further simplified as

���u2pt1jq � u1pt1jq
��� ¤ c0

�» t1j
t
1

i

|u1pζq � u0pζq|2 dζ

�1{2

(67)

Substituting (64) into (67) we obtain that

���u2pt1jq � u1ptj 1q
��� ¤ �

f̄ � c1c0
�
c0

b
pt1j � t

1

iq (68)

Continuing this procedure iteratively, we obtain that

���un�1pt1jq � unpt1jq
��� ¤ �

f̄ � c1c0
���c20pt1j � t

1

iq
�n

n!

�1{2

. (69)
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Note that the term pt1j � t
1

iqn{n! in (69) is obtained due to successive inte-

grations of pt1j � t
1

iq. It can be shown using the ratio test [28] that the series°8
n�1

�
f̄ � c0c1

���
c20pt�t

1

iq
	n

n!


1{2

converges. This in turn implies that if S is

defined as

S �
8̧

n�1

pun � un�1q (70)

it can be shown that

S ¤ 2pf̄ � c1c0qec20pt
1

j�t
1

iq. (71)

Please see Appendix A for a proof of (71).

Defining u � limnÑ8 un, from (70) and (71), we obtain that

���upt1jq � u0pt1jq
��� ¤ 2pf̄ � c1c0qec20pt

1

j�t
1

iq (72)

This implies that,���upt1jq��� ¤ 2pf̄ � c1c0qec20pt
1

j�t
1

iq t
1

j ¥ t
1

i (73)

and this completes the proof. Next, we describe the proof of Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 2 The proof is provided using the method of induction.
Let the statement S be given by

S : }Xppξq} ¤ I0, |upξq| ¤ UpI0q @ξ P rt0, t0 � kτq (74)

where Up�q is an analytic, bounded function of its arguments.

We note that Xppξq and upξq is bounded for ξ P rt0 � 2τ, t0q. Using this fact,
we complete the proof by showing that

I. S is true for k � 1.
II. If S is true for k, then it is true for k � 1

I and II allow us to conclude that all signals are bounded for all t ¥ t0. Finally,
from Barbalat’s Lemma, convergence of the error e to zero follows.
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4.3.1 I. S is true for k � 1.

The proof of I is given in four steps, each of which starts with a brief summary.

Step 1. Some bounds on the signals are assumed in the time interval rt0�2τq
and the negative semi-definiteness of the Lyapunov functional time derivative
in rt0, t0�τq is shown, which yields the boundedness of the signals in rt0, t0�τq.
In addition, using Lemma 1, an upper bound for the control signal uptq in
rt0, t0 � τq is given.

Consider a Lyapunov Functional

V ptq� eptqTPeptq � θ̃ptqT θ̃ptq �
» 0

�τ

φ̃pt, σq2dσ

�
» 0

�τ

» t
t�ν

9̃θpξqT 9̃θpξqdξdν

�
» 0

�τ

» t
t�ν

» 0

�τ

�
9̃φpξ, σq

	2

dσdξdν (75)

where P ¡ 0. The error model (53) and the Lyapunov Functional (75) has
been discussed in [21]. After algebraic manipulations, upper bound on the
Lypaunov Function derivative can be computed as follows:

9V ptq¤�eptqT rQ� 2τp}ωpt� τq}2

�
» 0

�τ

}upt� τ � σq}2 dσqhmh
T
mseptq (76)

where Q ¡ 0 satisfies ATmP � PAm � �Q. For the non-positiveness of 9V ptq,
we need to satisfy

Q� 2τ

�
}ωpt� τq}2 �

» 0

�τ

}upt� τ � σq}2 dσ



hmh

T
m ¥ 0

(77)

Since ω and u are dependent variables, condition (77) may not be easy to
check. Note however that the bound on 9V ptq is given by some bounds on ω
defined at t � τ and on u defined on the whole interval rt � 2τ, t � τ s. It is
shown below that this condition can be replaced by bounds on signals ω and
u over the time interval rt0 � τ, t0s and rt0 � 2τ, t0s, respectively.

Suppose that
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sup
ξPrt0�τ,t0q

}ωpξq}2 ¤ γ1 (78)

sup
ξPrt0�2τ,t0q

}upξq}2 ¤ γ2 (79)

for some γ1 ¡ 0, γ2 ¡ 0 and a τ1 ¡ 0 is such that

2τ1 pγ1 � γ2qhmh
T
m   Q (80)

Then, the following inequality is satisfied:

Q�2τ

�
}ωpξ � τq}2 �

» 0

�τ

}upξ � τ � σq}2 dσ



hmh

T
m¡0,

@ξ P rt0, t0 � τq , @τ P r0, τ1s. (81)

It follows that V ptq is non-increasing for t P rt0, t0 � τq. Thus, we have

}Xppξq} ¤
d

V pt0q
λminpP q � }Xmpξq} (82)

and hence,

}ωpξq} ¤
d

V pt0q
λminpP q � }Xmpξq} , @ξ P rt0, t0 � τq. (83)

The inequality in (83) is due to the fact that ω is a part of the state vector Xp.
We also have the following inequalities as a result of non-increasing Lyapunov
functional:

���θ̃pξq���2 ¤ V pt0q, (84)����
» 0

�τ

φ̃pξ, σq2dσ
���� ¤ V pt0q. (85)

To simplify the notation, we define

I0 � max

�d
V pt0q
λminpP q � }Xm} , V pt0q,

a
V pt0q

�
. (86)

An upper bound on the control signal uptq for t P rt0, t0 � τq can be derived
by using Lemma 1. In particular, setting t

1

i � t0, t
1

j � t0 � τ , c20 � V pt0q and
using (47), (79), (84), (85) and (86), we obtain that
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|upξq| ¤ 2

�
f̄ �

�» 0

�τ

pupt0 � σqq2 dσ


1{2

I0

�
eI0τ

@ ξ P rt0, t0 � τq , (87)

where f̄ depends only on I0. For simplicity, we will define gpγ2, I0, τq �

2
�
f̄ � γ2I0

?
τ
�
eI0τ and rewrite (87) as

|upξq| ¤ gpγ2, I0, τq, @ξ P rt0, t0 � τq , (88)

Step 2. A delay value is found that leads to a non-increasing 9V over rt0, t0� 2τ s,
which in turn shows that Xp is bounded over the same interval. Consider a
delay value of τ2 ¡ 0 that satisfies

2τ2
�
I2
0 � pmaxpγ2, gpγ2, I0, τ2qqq2 τ2

�
hmh

T
m   Q. (89)

For τ̄2 � minpτ1, τ2q, (77) is satisfied in the interval rt0, t0 � 2τq, for all τ P
r0, τ̄2s. Therefore, we obtain that

}Xppξq} ¤ I0, @ξ P rt0, t0 � 2τq . (90)

Step 3. It is shown that the bound on the control signal u over the time
interval rt0, t0� τq depends only on Ap, bp, T, I0 and τ . The proof given in this
section is similar to the one given in [29], Lemma 5.

Let Ψu � tt| |uptq| � supσ¤t |upσq|u.

Let rti � τ, ti � τ � T s � Ψu � rt0, t0 � τq. Defining zptq � upt � τq, we can
solve (31) as

xppti � T q � xpptiqeApT �
» ti�T
ti

eAppT�ti�tqbpzptqdt (91)

Positive constants c6 and c7 exists such that ||eApT || ¤ c6 and || ³T
0
eApσbpdσ|| ¥ c7

and

}xppti � T q} ¥ |c7|zptiq| � c6 }xpptiq}| (92)

Note that we obtain (92) by selecting T such that the terms of the vector
eApσbp does not change sign for σ P r0, T s. In addition, note that once T is
selected properly, the inequality (92) is satisfied for any time interval rtj, tj�T s
as soon as rtj � τ, tj � T � τ s � Ψu � rt0, t0 � τq since the constants c6 and c7
are determined only by the size of T .
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From (92) we obtain that

}xppti � T q} � }xpptiq} c6 ¥ c7 |zptiq| (93)

or

|upti � τq| ¤ c6
c7
}xpptiq} � 1

c7
}xppti � T q} (94)

Since xp is a part of the state vector Xp, }xpptq} ¤ }Xpptq}, for any t. In
addition, we find using (90) that }xpptq} ¤ I0 in the time interval rt0, t0 � 2τq.
Therefore, (94) can be simplified as

|upti � τq| ¤ p1 � c6q
c7

I0 (95)

Using Lemma 1 by setting t
1

i � ti � τ , t
1

j � ti � τ � T and c20 � V pt0q, using

(86) and noting that
�³0

�τ
pupti � τ � σqq2 dσ

	1{2

� c1, we obtain that

|upti � T � τq| ¤ 2

�
f̄ � I0

d» 0

�τ

pupti � τ � σqq2 dσ

�
eI0T . (96)

Since |uptq| � supσ¤t |upσq| over t P rti � τ, ti � T � τ s, (96) can be simplified
as

|upti � T � τq| ¤ 2
�
f̄ � upti � τqI0

?
τ
�
eI0T (97)

Using (95), (97) can be simplified as

|upti � T � τq| ¤ 2

�
f̄ �

?
τp1 � c6q
c7

I2
0



ec0T (98)

Since |uptq| � supσ¤t |upσq| over t P rti � τ, ti � τ � T s and ti is any arbitrary
time instant in Φu X rt0, t0 � τq, it follows that @t P Ψu X rt0, t0 � τq,

|uptq| ¤ 2

�
f̄ �

?
τp1 � c6q
c7

I2
0



eI0T . (99)

When t R Ψu, the inequality (99) is strengthened further. Hence, it follows that
the inequality holds for the whole interval rt0, t0�τq. Note that the right hand
side of the inequality is a function of Ap, bp, T and I0. For simplicity, we are
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going to drop the dependence on Ap, bp and T and represents the inequality
as in the following, which simplifies the notation:

|uptq| ¤ UpI0q, t P rt0, t0 � τq (100)

where U is a continuous function.

Step 4. Finally, a uniform upper bound τ� is given for the time-delay τ such
that I is satisfied.

Let the delay value τ3 satisfy the following inequality:

2τ3rI2
0 � pmaxpUpI0q, gpUpI0q, I0, τ3qqq2 τ3shmh

T
m   Q. (101)

For τ� � minpτ̄2, τ3q, the following inequalities hold:

}Xppξq} ¤ I0, |upξq| ¤ UpI0q @ξ P rt0, t0 � τq @τ P r0, τ�s (102)

This completes the proof of I.

Note that, in Steps 1-3, I is proved for a delay value τ P r0, τ̄2s. Finally in Step
4, a new upper bound, τ�, is given for the allowable time-delay τ . The need
for the introduction of this new upper bound will be clear in the next section,
where we prove II.

4.3.2 II. If S is true for k, then it is true for k � 1

Assume that

}Xppξq} ¤ I0, |upξq| ¤ UpI0q ξ P rt0, t0 � kτ s. (103)

Then, using (101) we conclude that the Lyapunov function is non-increasing
in the time interval rt0 � kτ, t0 � pk � 1qτ s since τ ¤ τ� ¤ τ3. This means
that }Xpptq} ¤ I0, and, using Lemma 1, |uptq| ¤ gpUpI0q, I0, τq for t P rt0 �
kτ, t0 � pk � 1qτ s. Again, using (101) and the fact that τ ¤ τ� ¤ τ3, we
conclude that the Lyapunov function is non-increasing in the time interval
rt0�pk�1qτ, t0�pk�2qτ s. Hence, }Xpptq} ¤ I0 for t P rt0�pk�1qτ, t0�pk�2qτ s.
But this means that |uptq| ¤ UpI0q for t P rt0 � kτ, t0 � pk � 1qτ s using the
same procedure as in Step 3. Therefore, we have that

}Xppξq} ¤ I0, |upξq| ¤ UpI0q ξ P rt0, t0 � pk � 1qτ s (104)

This completes the proof of II.
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Therefore, we proved the boundedness of the signals in the system, using
induction. The second derivative of the Lyapunov functional includes these
signals as well as their derivatives which can be shown to be bounded using
the adaptation laws (54). Hence, the requirements of the Barbalat’s Lemma are
satisfied, which completes the stability proof. Note that the region of stability
depends on the time-delay and therefore the stability is semi-global.

Remark 1 We make a few comments about the development of the over-
all control architecture. The first step in this architecture is the design of
a fixed, non-adaptive controller. This was carried out by beginning with a
control design (Figure 1) quite similar to an SP-controller. The resulting con-
troller is rational but non-causal, and therefore is transformed into a causal,
infinite-dimensional controller (44). The second step of this architecture is the
development of adaptation laws for time-varying parameters which estimate
the unknown control parameters for the case when the plant has unknown
parameters. This is carried out in a similar manner to that proposed in [21].

Remark 2 A Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional (75) is used to begin the sta-
bility proof, which is similar to the procedure in [21]. Where this paper differs
from [21] is that this functional, in our case, does not depend on the infinite
dimensional state introduced by the control input history of one delay interval.
The structure of the control input is then exploited to show the boundedness
of the all state variables. Growth rate conditions, similar to those used in [20],
are used in this regard. This procedure helps us remove the assumption of
plant poles having multiplicity one.

A few remarks about the nature of the proof are in order.

Remark 3 Induction is the tool that is used for the stability proof. In the
first part, we showed that all system states are bounded in the first delay
interval given that the delay value is bounded by τ�. This is achieved by using
the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional (75). Note that in general, Lyapunov-
Krasovskii functionals include the infinite dimensional state introduced by
one delay interval time history of the control signal to satisfy the positivity
requirement. However, (75) does not include this state and therefore additional
tools were needed to be used to show the boundedness of the control signal.
In particular, we used signal growth rate conditions [20], which simply gives
rules that defines the relationship between the states of an LTI system and its
outputs. Using this relationship, we showed in Lemma 1 that we can put an
upper bound on the control signal at time t in terms of system state values
during the time interval rt� T, ts, for any T . This lemma is used in Part I as
well as in Part II of the stability proof, where we showed that given all the
states are bounded for the kth interval, the states for the next interval are also
bounded.
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5 Experimental Results

Here we briefly present experimental results that are obtained from the ap-
plication of the APC to fuel-to-air ratio (FAR) control problem of gasoline
engines. The details can be found in [25].

In FAR control, the objective is to maintain the in-cylinder fuel-to-air ratio
at a prescribed set point, determined primarily by the state of the Three-Way
Catalyst (TWC), so that the pollutants in the exhaust are removed with the
highest efficiency. The main components of the FAR dynamics are the wall
wetting dynamics, gas mixing dynamics, sensor dynamics and the time-delay.
The time-delay in the system comprises two basic components [30]: the time
it takes from the fuel injection calculation to exhaust gas exiting the cylinders
and the time it takes for the exhaust gases to reach the UEGO sensor location.
System dynamics with the time-delay can be closely approximated with a first
order transfer function and a time-delay in series [31]:

Gpsq � 1

τms� 1
e�τs (105)

where, τm is the system time constant, which may be uncertain due to changing
operating conditions, and τ is the total time-delay. The controller must handle
the time-delay and the uncertainty in the time constant. In addition, the
disturbances due to canister vapor purging and due to inaccuracies in air
charge estimation and wall wetting compensation, must be rejected.

The purpose of our FAR control experiments was to compare the performances
of the APC and the baseline controller, while emulating canister vapor purge
disturbance rejection tests. These experiments were conducted with the test
vehicle idling at different speeds.

The test started with the engine speed at 700 rpm. At 300 sec, the engine speed
increased to 1000 rpm and at 600 sec it decreased back to 700 rpm. Every
20 sec the fuel injector gains were changed to emulate the purge disturbance.
Overall, the performance of the APC was 70 percent better, in terms of integral
error which influences catalyst oxygen storage and emissions, than the baseline
controller during the test which lasted 15 minutes. Figure 3 shows a time
window from the test where the engine speed was 700 rpm. The APC performs
considerably better than the baseline controller as its features enable it to
better account for the delay and achieve faster response. The performance
measure for these tests are the integral of the tracking error.

Figure 4 shows how the equivalence ratio changes during the same test but
now the engine speed is 1000 rpm. Again, the performance of the APC is
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Fig. 3. Comparison of baseline controller with APC for purge disturbance rejection
at 700 rpm.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of baseline controller with APC for purge disturbance rejection
at 1000 rpm, with c � 1.

better than that of the baseline controller.

Remark 4 Another experimental application we have recently treated using
these techniques is the idle speed control. In idle speed control, where the
goal is to regulate the engine speed at a certain set point, we have a similar
transfer function with a time-delay in series. In this control problem, the time-
delay is the time it takes from the throttle opening to the torque generation
in the power cycle. Successful implementation of the APC for the idle speed
control of gasoline engines can be found in [23], where the APC outperforms
the baseline controller existing in the test vehicle.

6 Summary

In this paper, we proposed an Adaptive Posicast Controller (APC) for time-
delay systems. The controller is based on the Smith Predictor and finite-
spectrum assignment controller and is modified so as to accommodate para-
metric uncertainties in the plant dynamics. We first proposed a model match-
ing controller for time-delay systems with known time-delay, where, a non-
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causal controller is designed first, for the rational part of the plant dynamics.
Then, by using the known delay value, the future prediction of the system
states are calculated and used to show that the non-causal controller is equiv-
alent to a causal controller. Using this equivalence, we derived the closed loop
error dynamics for the APC and showed the stability of the overall system by
defining a suitable Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional.

The simplicity of the APC makes it a good candidate for industrial appli-
cations where adaptation is needed. To verify this, experimental results that
show the success of the APC in an important automotive control problem were
presented. These implementation results show that the APC can considerably
outperform the existing controller in the test vehicles.
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A The Bound on the Series S

Defining a � c20pt� t
1

iq and S
1

�

°8
n�1

�
an

n!

�1{2
, we obtain that

S � �
f̄ � c0c1

�
S

1

(A.1)

Summing up the odd terms of S
1

we have that
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If a   1, then we obtain that

S
1

o ¤ 1 � a� a2
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� ... � ea (A.3)
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If a ¡ 1, then we obtain that

S
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Summing up the even terms, we have
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Using (A.1), (A.3), (A.4) and (A.5) we obtain that
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� �
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Finally, substituting the definition of a in (A.6) we have

S ¤ 2
�
f̄ � c0c1

�
ec
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0pt�t
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iq. (A.7)

This completes the proof.
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